
EXERCISES MATH 202B - Eighth Assignment1. In the following we onsider symmetri polynomials in N variables with all Youngdiagrams having at most N rows. Let Ej be the j-th elementary symmetri funtion,i.e. Ej = X1�i1< ::: <ij�k xi1xi2 ::: xij :De�ne for any Young diagram � the polynomial E� to be the produt of the Ej'sorresponding to the olumns of � (e.g. E[3;3;1℄ = E3(E2)2).(a) Show that E� = x� + lower terms.(b) Show that the E� form a basis for the symmetri polynomials in N variables.() Prove the `fundamental theorem of symmetri funtions': The symmetri poly-nomials over Z are isomorphi to the polynomial ring Z[y1; :::; yk℄ in k variables.(Hint : Show that the map yi 7! Ei indues this isomorphism).2. Let d be the N � N diagonal matrix with diagonal entries x1; x2; :::; xN . We havealulated TrV 
n(�d) for any permutation � in the leture. You an use the followingtheorem whih we will prove later:Frobenius' Theorem: The harater ��(�) of the permutation � in the simple repre-sentation labeled by the Young diagram � with � N rows is equal to the oeÆientof x�+� in TrV 
n(�d)�, where �i = N � i, and where � = Q1�i<j�N (xi � xj).(a) Calulate �[2;2;1℄((123)(45)).(b) Calulate the Sn harater ��(�) for all Young diagrams �, where � is a full n-yle. (Hint : Show �rst that if � is not a hook diagram (hook diagrams means itonly has boxes in the the �rst row or the �rst olumn), then ��(�) = 0).3. Let dim V = N , with fv1; v2; :::; vNg a basis for V , and let � 2 NN and V � be asde�ned in the leture. Moreover, let [1n℄ denote the Young diagram with all of its nboxes in one olumn. Let q = q[1n℄ =P�2Sn "(�)�.(a) Show that q(w1
w2
 ::: wn) = 0 if w1; w2; ::: wn are linearly dependent. (Hint:It is enough to show this assuming that two of the vetors are equal, by linearity).(b) Calulate the dimension of qV � for all possible �. Prove that TrV 
n(qd) =En(x1; x2; :::; xN ), where d = diag(x1; ::: xN ).() Let t be a tableau of shape � and let qt =P�2Qt "(�)�, where Qt is the olumnstablizer of t. Show that qtV 
n = 0 if the number of rows of � is greater than N .Remark It is possible to reprove the ombinatorial lemmas about the ation of qt onM� by looking at the ation of qt on V 
n.


